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Safe change Housing
For contamination free filter replacement (P-SC)

 SP Security Strap
A  strap is provided with each bag to tie 

off the slack in the bag during the interval between 

filter changes. The clinching strap prevents the 

bag from being drawn into the housing during 

normal operations. The strap is tied at a point near 

the tip of the bag-in/bag-out port, drawing the 

bag tightly across the port and allowing the slack 

to fall off to the outside. A nylon strap is included with each access port. The 

strap is buckled with a "D" ring and has velcro strips to secure the end.

clinching

PVC Change-Out Bag
A PVC bag is included with each 

access door. The P-SC change-out 

bag is translucent in color with a clear 

section at the attachment end for 

change out viewing. An elastic shock 

cord is hemmed into the mouth of the 

bag for a firm fit when stretched 

around the bagging ring. The bag has a built-in glove sleeves to 

facilitate the filter change out.

P-SC -Series Bag-In/Bag-Out : 
� The P-SC Series housing features a side access bag-in/bag-out port which allows filters or 

carbon absorbers that have been contaminated in service to be removed from the housing 

without direct contact with service personnel.

� Freudenberg P-SC Series are produced in an array of standard models that vary according 

to the features incorporated . 

� All P-SC housings are factory tested to ensure that they meet high standards of design and 

performance. Although there may be differences in size and certain construction features 

among the various models, there is no difference in the quality of each housing's essential 

task to filter hazardous contaminants. 

� The quality of construction and performance integrity of every P-SC housing system is 

guaranteed.

� The housings are made of MS powder coated / SS 304. P-SC  is complete with Cam 

arrangement for locking the filter in its position to give leak free Hepa / Ulpa filtered air    

for recirculation. The base plate for Hepa resting   and other parts are made of SS 304 .

� The P-SC housings are meant for gasket sealing arrangement of Hepa filters. The same 

arrangement is   made for any Pre filter for the Hepa . 

� Basic P-SC Housing is available with access door for each hepa and pre filters .The 
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recommended Hepa size is 610*610*292 mm that can accommodate 3,400 m /h of 

airflow. In case of higher flows , housings can be connected vertically or horizontally with 

the help of connection duct . 

The P-SC Freudenberg containment housings are typically used on critical processes where 

dangerous airborne particulate or gases must be prevented from entering the atmosphere. 

Freudenberg introduces  Contamination control   safe change housings for the contamination 

free filter replacement & arrestance of most hazardous contaminates from reaching 

environment & personnel . 

P-SC Series safe change Housings ( BIBO)

Bagging ring

The bagging ring is seal-welded around the access port of each 

P-SC Series containment housing.The elastic shock cord of the 

PVC change out bag is stretched around the bagging ring. The 

SC Series bagging ring features a hemmed edge to prevent 

tearing the bag, and two (2) continuous ribs to secure the bag.

Connections to Ductwork

Flanges are provided turned outside of the airstream for 

attaching the housing to ductwork. Flanges shown above 

can be drilled and gasketed for bolting. Optional factory 

drilled flanges are available

Elastic Shock Cord 

Continuous Ribs 

Security Strap

Plastic bag



Plenums & Transitions Scanning Window DOP  Sensing Probes

Aerosol Injection port 

Differential pressure ports 

Pre filters & Carbon filters 

Freudenberg can manufacture al l  If Hepa Filters need to be scanned for any To facilitate in-place filter evaluation  

components required for complete system leaks, A window is provided in the Freudenberg can supply integral tests 

integrity. Matching plenums of the same downstream of Hepa, to facilitate scanning of ports for the sampling of the 

construction as the housing are available to Hepa filters manually . challenge aerosol. Commonly 

mate with existing equipment or ductwork. referred to as DOP/Freon test ports, 

Transitions are also available to mate to they are also applicable to today's 

equipment offsets. A separate duct fitted with sparge pipes is modern technology of alternate test 

provided with a port for injecting aerosol at challenges.Two Probes are provided 

the air inlet of the Hepa. in the upstream and downstream of 

Differential pressure ports along with gauges Hepa filters for  accessing the   

can be  provided in the upstream and Aerosol concentration to ensure 

downstream of filters to monitor the Fine filters ( MERV 13 ) and /or Carbon filters integrity of Hepa filters .Hepa filters 

differential pressure for determining the are provided as per the requirement with a can be tested for leaks by this method 

replacement periodicity of the filters . separate safe change bag arrangement . as prescribed in ISO 14644 - Vol 3. 

Optional Accessories 
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Dampers
Different types of dampers are provided at the air inlet and out let of the housing to prevent any kind of 

Contamination leaking through system. Aerofoil dampers can be used where the contamination is not 

too hazardous . In case of P III & P IV  facility , Zero isolation dampers are recommended .These  Air 

tight dampers designed for effective shut off and isolation of one or more types of filters. They are 

primarily used during filter change out process. In Bio hazardous environments, the dampers enable 

air filtration systems to be shut off for decontamination , or for filter change. These dampers are 

designed to effectively seal off  and control airflow in ducts and pipes . 

*Depth does not include the lid

Description Hepa Size Pre Filter Size Housing Size

H W D

P-SC-1000 610*610*292 600 725 725

P-SC-1000 610*610*150 400 725 725

P-SC-P-1000 610*610*292 610*610*100 950 725 725

P-SC-P-600 610*610*150 610*610*50 750 725 725

P-SC  Safe change Housing sizes & Dimensions (Sizes in mm)
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Multiple safe change housings with
filters in vertical Position

Multiple safe change housings with
filters in Horizontal Position

Basic Safe change housings with Hepa filter

Return Air

Supply Air

Multiple safe change housings can be combined together when the 

airflow is more. On the left is a presentation of the multiple housings 

that are put together with independent arrangement for each hepa filter 

for a safe change. The filters are arranged vertically . This arrangement 

is recommended in situations where the service floor has good height 

but less space. 

Units may be stacked or connected in series dependent upon the 

airflow requirements and contaminants of concern.  

Personnel in critical applications need an extra level of protection 

during filter service and maintenance. In many cases containment 

measures are required by Federal or State mandates or by 

recommended practices by other cognizant authorities. These housings 

assure compliance with these mandates.

filter bank may be 

stacked together in horizontal or vertical position connected with a fuel. 
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www.freudenberg-filter.com

H Block, A 20-21, M.I.D.C., Pimpri, Pune - 411018, Maharashtra, India.

Tel. : +91 20 40728200  E mail : cs.cleanroom@freudenberg-filter.com

Freudenberg Filtration Technologies India Pvt. Ltd. 

www.freudenberg.com www.pyramidfilter.com

*Due to continuous research and innovations at Freudenberg, the specification & design of product may change  for better performance. We therefore reserve the right to change design & specification without notice.

Seal the bag with banding ties between the
filter and the door opening . Cut the bag with 
shears to contain the used filter  

Carefully fold the bag and place the bag 
in door cavity . Replace the door.

Put the new filter inside the  housing and , fold the
bag and put it inside the cavity  & put the lid on .   

HEPA FILTER

HEPA FILTER

During operation the filter is in place 
and the bag is stored in the door 

Remove the contaminated filter from the 
housing supporting the filter on table top 

Place a new filter in a new plastic bag & 
secure the new bag opening to the
housing collar .
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HEPA FILTER

Remove access door, extend bag and 
place arms in filter handling glove sleeves of bag.

HEPA FILTER

HEPA FILTERHEPA FILTER

HEPA FILTER

Basic steps in changing contaminated filters in the P-SC Bag In/Bag out Arrangement

If the Sealer is not available, use of "Twist & tape" method is recommended for the removal of contaminated filter from the housing. 
Please ask for a video clip illustration of the "Twist & Tape method" at the time of installation of BIBO housing.


